
Trail Difficulty Rating System (INCLUDING ADAPTIVE MOUNTAIN BIKE - aMTB)

WHITE aMTB WHITE GREEN aMTB GREEN aMTB GREEN SQUARE BLUE aMTB BLUE BLACK aMTB BLACK DBL. BLACK aMTB DBL BLK aMTB DBL. BLK

TRAIL WIDTH:
(ave/min)

72"+ 72"+ 36"+ 72"/60" 66"/54" 24"+ 60"/48"+ 12"+ 48"/40" 6"+ 44"/38.5" <38.5"

TREAD SURFACE: hardened
or surfaced

hardened
or surfaced

firm and
stable

mostly stable
some variability

mostly stable
some 

variability

mostly stable
some variability

widely
variable

widely
variable 

widely variable
and 

unpredictable

widely variable
and unpredictable

widely variable
and unpredictable

OBSTACLES (TTF): no obstacles no obstacles
unavoidable 
obstacles 2"

or less

obstacles full 
width 2" or less / 
no asymmetrical 

tread areas

obstacles full width 5" or 
less  / partial width 2" or 

less

unavoidable 
obstacles 8" 

or less

obstacles full 
width 8" or less  / 
partial width 3" or 

less

unavoidable 
obstacles 15" 

or less

obstacles full 
width 12" or less   
/ partial width 6" 

or less

unavoidable 
obstacles 15" 

or less

obstacles full width 
12" or less   / partial 
width 10" or less / 

assistance 
recommended

impassable obstacles 
/ assistance required

UNAVOIDABLE 
BRIDGES:  (wider if 
not straight)

72"+ 72"+ 36"+ 60"+ 60"+ 24"+ 54"+ 24"+ 48"+ <24" 40"+ <38.5"

MAX TRAIL GRADE: 10% 10% 15% 15% 20%+ 15%+ 20%+ 15%+ 25%+ 20%+ 20%+ 20%+

CAMBER: level
only enough to 

drain
Some off camber possible 

: max 20 deg

Some off camber 
possible : max 20 

deg

Some off camber 
likley: max 30 deg

Off camber certain
max ??

Off camber certain
max ??

MIN FLAT CORNER 
RADIUS:

2.5m 7.5m (24.5 ft) 2.4m 6m (20 ft) 6m (20 ft) 6m (20 ft) 6m (20 ft) 4.5m (15 ft) 4m (13 ft)

MIN BERM CORNER 
RADUS:

n/a n/a 6m (20 ft) 4.5m (15 ft) 4.5m (15 ft) <4m (13 ft) < 3m (10 ft)

RECOMMENDED 
EQUIPMENT:

*Riders may choose to 
take equiment on 
trails falling outside of 
recommended trail 
difficulty at their own 
risk, but in this case 
support rider always 
recommended.


